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ABSTRACT 

 

RACHEL ROBERTS 

Developmental and Behavioral Analyses of clarin-2: A Novel 

Somatosensory Neuron Subtype-Enriched Gene 

(Under the direction of Y. ALBERT PAN, PhD) 

 

The trigeminal ganglion (TG) is a somatosensory organ that relays stimuli in the 

head to the hindbrain and spinal cord, and it comprises multiple subtypes of sensory 

neurons that respond to different somatosensory stimuli and establish distinct neuronal 

circuits. The Trpa1b subtype of TG sensory neurons (TGSNs) are responsible for sensing 

noxious chemicals, but the molecular cues that specify the development of this neuronal 

subtype remain poorly understood. Zebrafish were previously established as a robust model 

for studying the development of TGSNs due to its small size, translucency, and robust 

somatosensory behaviors. A previous microarray study in zebrafish found a novel four 

transmembrane-domain protein, clarin-2, to be enriched in Trpa1b-expressing cells. 

Nothing is known about the function of clarin-2, but a close homolog, clarin-1, is one of 

the causative genes for Usher Syndrome Type 3, a disorder characterized by progressive 

hearing and vision loss. We hypothesize that clarin-2 may play a role in the development 

and sensory function of TGSNs. To test this hypothesis, we examined the expression of 



 

 

clarin-2 within the TG during development and used clarin-2 knockout (KO) fish to study 

the genesis and neurite outgrowth of Trpa1b TGSNs. We found that clarin-2 is indeed 

enriched in a subset of TGSNs but is not required for the morphogenesis of the TG or the 

specification of nociceptive sensory neurons. Furthermore, axon projections from Trpa1b 

neurons were normal in clarin-2 KO fish, compared to control siblings. To test whether 

clarin-2 is required for the function of TGSNs, we tested somatosensory behaviors in larval 

zebrafish, including chemo-, thermo-, and mechanosensation. Behavioral analyses showed 

that clarin-2 is not required for the ability of Trpa1b neurons to detect the chemical irritant 

mustard oil. Additionally, the detection of heat or vibration was not affected in clarin-2 

KO fish. Together, these results suggest that although clarin-2 is enriched in a subset of 

TGSNs, it is not required for the general morphogenesis of TGSNs or for somatosensation.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of the Problem  

The somatosensory pathway consists of sensory organs and neurons that relay 

information to the brain about the internal and external stimuli the body encounters, which 

in turn generates physiological and behavioral responses. The three major functions of the 

somatosensory system are interoception, proprioception, and exteroception. Interoception 

occurs when receptors in the viscera transmit information about the function and state of 

the internal organs to the brain, which is crucial for the regulation of autonomic functions. 

Proprioception, or the sense of self, allows one to be aware of the position and movements 

of the body via information from receptors in the skin, skeletal muscle, and joint capsules. 

Exteroception occurs when receptors in the skin and subcutaneous tissue are activated by 

external stimuli and can be categorized into chemo-, mechano-, and thermosensation 

(Brodal, 2010; Kandel, 2013). 

The sensory neurons that encode proprioception and exteroception originate in 

either the dorsal root ganglion, which innervates the trunk and limbs, or the trigeminal 

ganglion (TG), which innervates cranial structures (e.g. the face, lips, and oral cavity). 

Sensory neurons from both ganglia have a pseudo-unipolar structure with two axonal
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branches. The central axon projects to the brain stem or spinal cord, and the peripheral 

axon projects to the periphery, e.g. the skin, muscle, or joint where a stimulus might be 

present (Kandel, 2013). 

The peripheral axon of sensory neurons also varies based on the type of receptor 

expressed in the peripheral nerve terminals. The peripheral terminals of sensory neurons 

that encode mechanosensation and proprioception are known to have receptors 

encapsulated in nonneural connective tissue. While the peripheral axon of sensory neurons 

that relay thermal, chemical, and noxious stimuli form multiple branches and have free, 

unsheathed receptors at the tips of the axon branches (Brodal, 2010; Kandel, 2013). 

Sensory neurons are stimulated by a unique stimulus, or stimuli, that activates the 

receptor, or receptors, expressed in the peripheral axon (Kandel, 2013). Upon stimulation, 

the peripheral terminal is depolarized, and action potentials are produced once the axon is 

adequately depolarized (Kandel, 2013). The action potential then travels to distinct second 

order neurons in the brain stem, or spinal cord, which execute stimulus-specific 

physiological and behavioral responses (Brodal, 2010). Therefore, sensory neurons can be 

classified into subtypes based on the receptors they express and, in turn, the stimulus, or 

stimuli, they relay to the central nervous system. 

A variety of trigeminal ganglion sensory neurons (TGSNs) have been discovered 

based on molecular criteria, such as unique membrane receptor expression, but the factors 

that guide the formation of TGSN stimulus-specific circuits are still poorly understood. 

Discovering the molecules that drive TG sub-circuit formation would not only increase our 

knowledge about neurogenesis and synaptogenesis in the TG but is also relevant to a range 
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of disorders associated with abnormalities in the somatosensory system. For instance, 

trigeminal neuralgia is a chronic facial pain condition associated with abnormal processing 

of information from the trigeminal nerve (Hargreaves, 2011). Currently, the cause of 

trigeminal neuralgia is unknown, but other chronic pain syndromes result from atypical 

neurite outgrowth after a nerve is injured or the surrounding tissue is damaged (Woolf & 

Salter, 2000; Woolf, Shortland, & Coggeshall, 1992). Thus, determining the factors that 

drive normal TG development could allow advances to be made in the study and treatment 

of somatosensory syndromes. The work in this thesis will begin to address the lack of 

knowledge about TGSN development by studying the novel, TGSN-expressed gene, 

clarin-2. 

B. Review of Related Literature  

1. Trigeminal Ganglion 

As mentioned earlier, the TG is a sensory organ in the peripheral nervous system, 

and it is composed of pseudo-unipolar sensory neurons (Brodal, 2010). The peripheral 

axons of TGSNs form elaborate axonal arbors under the epidermis of the head and detect 

chemical, mechanical, and thermal stimuli (Baker & Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Hamburger, 

1961). The central axons of TGSNs are unbranched and relay the input from the peripheral 

axon to the central nervous system by synapsing on neurons in the hindbrain (Baker & 

Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Hamburger, 1961).
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1.1. Trigeminal Ganglion Subtypes 

Multiple subtypes of TGSNs have been identified based on their expression of G 

protein-coupled receptors, ion channels, neuropeptides, neurotrophin receptors, and 

transcription factors  (Basbaum, Bautista, Scherrer, & Julius, 2009; Liu & Ma, 2011; Woolf 

& Ma, 2007). For example, transient receptor potential (TRP) ion channels, such as TRPV1 

and TRPA1, are enriched in TGSN subtypes and mediate chemo- and thermosensation 

(Caterina et al., 1997; Story et al., 2003). TGSN subtypes also express tropomyosin related 

kinase (Trk) receptors (e.g. TrkA, TrkB, TrkC), which recognize neurotrophins and 

facilitate the development and survival of the sensory neuron (Liu & Ma, 2011). TrkA is 

primarily expressed by nociceptive sensory neurons, while TrkB and TrkC are expressed 

in proprioceptive and mechanoreceptive sensory neurons. Furthermore, each TGSN 

subtype responds to different somatosensory stimuli and has a distinct projection pattern 

(Brodal, 2010; Erzurumlu, Murakami, & Rijli, 2010; Todd, 2010). This in turn leads to the 

generation of stimulus specific behavioral and physiological responses (Bae & Yoshida, 

2011; Cavanaugh et al., 2011; Diamond, von Heimendahl, Knutsen, Kleinfeld, & Ahissar, 

2008; Nash, Macefield, Klineberg, Murray, & Henderson, 2009; Noma et al., 2008). 

1.2. Trigeminal Ganglion Development 

The TG is derived from neural crest and placodal cells, which cluster to form a 

ganglion between the eye and ear on both sides of the head (Davies, 1988). Currently, it is 

not known how the TGSNs assemble to form the TG, but Bertrand, Castro, and Guillemot 

(2002) have discovered the molecules that initiate the first specification and neurogenesis 

events. It was found that the first neural crest and placodal cells are activated by a group of 
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diffusible factors at the neural plate border (Meulemans & Bronner-Fraser, 2002). A group 

of cells is then chosen to assume a neuronal fate once they express atonal-related bHLH 

transcription factors, e.g. Neurogenin, via lateral inhibition (Bertrand et al., 2002). 

1.3. Trigeminal Ganglion Development in Zebrafish 

The first TGSNs develop around 11 hours post fertilization (hpf) in zebrafish 

(Danio rerio), and shortly after, Cxcr4b-mediated chemokine signaling attracts and retains 

the TGSNs at the ganglion site (Knaut, Blader, Strahle, & Schier, 2005). Neuron-neuron 

interactions and E- and N-cadherin also help mediate the assembly and positioning of the 

TG (Knaut et al., 2005). Additionally, repulsive interactions between TGSNs, and between 

TGSNs and spinal cord sensory neurons, influence the size and shape of TGSN peripheral 

axon arbors (Sagasti, Guido, Raible, & Schier, 2005). These repulsive cues are crucial 

because if the TGSN peripheral axon arbor crosses the midline, then the zebrafish will not 

be able to appropriately localize and respond to stimuli (Sagasti et al., 2005). Furthermore, 

early-born neurons go on to form several types of TGSNs, while later-born neurons form 

most types of TGSNs except for Trpa1b subtype neurons (Caron, Prober, Choy, & Schier, 

2008). 

2. Zebrafish as a Model Organism 

Zebrafish were used to study somatosensory circuit formation and somatosensation 

in this thesis. Zebrafish are a useful model organism for this study for several reasons. First, 

zebrafish are optically accessible, and the soma and processes of TGSNs are close to the 

surface in zebrafish, which makes it easy to manipulate and image the TG (Caron et al., 

2008; Knaut et al., 2005; Pan, Choy, Prober, & Schier, 2012; Sagasti et al., 2005). There
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are also only about 60 TGSNs per ganglion, which allows one to analyze axon 

morphogenesis in vivo at single-cell resolution (Caron et al., 2008; Knaut et al., 2005; 

Sagasti et al., 2005). Second, zebrafish can respond to chemical and mechanical stimuli as 

early as 24 hpf (Caron et al., 2008; Saint-Amant & Drapeau, 1998). This makes zebrafish 

a great model to study TG development because prenatal studies in mammals are difficult 

to perform and in vivo experiments produce limited results. Third, previous studies have 

discovered how the TG is assembled, how TG subsets form, how the peripheral axon arbors 

of the TGSNs innervate the skin, and how TGSNs respond to noxious stimuli (Caron et al., 

2008; Douglass, Kraves, Deisseroth, Schier, & Engert, 2008; Knaut et al., 2005; Pan et al., 

2012; Prober et al., 2008; Sagasti et al., 2005). New experiments in zebrafish testing TG 

development and function can then use this knowledge to interpret results and discover 

new properties of the TG. 

3. Types of Somatosensation 

Somatosensation can be characterized into three main types based on the type of 

stimulus and the nerve fibers that mediate the stimulus. These are thermosensation, 

nociception, and mechanosensation. 

Thermosensation describes the ability to recognize thermal stimuli as hot, warm, 

cool, or cold. This is mediated by thermoreceptors, which detect a range of temperatures. 

Different classes of TRP receptors, for instance, can be activated by cold temperatures and 

inactivated by hot temperatures, and vice versa. Moreover, thermosensation is mediated by 

Aδ and C nerve fibers. Aδ nerve fibers are medium diameter neurons (1-6 µm) with a thin 
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myelin sheath, while C fibers are small diameter (0.2-15 µm), unmyelinated neurons 

(Brodal, 2010; Kandel, 2013). 

Nociception on the other hand involves the ability to sense noxious or painful 

stimuli, and there are two broad classes of nociceptors. The first class of nociceptors are 

innervated by Aδ fibers and relay noxious heat and short-latency pain, which is a pricking 

or sharp pain. The second class of nociceptors are innervated by C fibers and relay diffuse, 

dull, burning pain. A majority of nociceptors are also polymodal and can be activated by 

several sensory modalities, while others are activated by chemical substances released by 

inflamed tissue (Brodal, 2010; Kandel, 2013). 

Mechanoreceptors are innervated by Aβ fibers, which are large, myelinated nerve 

fibers with a diameter of 6-12 µm. The deepest mechanoreceptors are Pacinian corpuscles, 

which innervate the skin and sense vibration and pressure. Ruffini endings are almost as 

deep as Pacinian corpuscles and detect sustained pressure deep in the skin. The most 

superficial mechanoreceptors are Meissner’s corpuscles, which detect light touch and 

innervate just below the epidermis. Merkel cells are also another type of mechanoreceptor, 

and they sense light touch and allow one to differentiate texture and shape (Brodal, 2010; 

Kandel, 2013). 

4. Clarin-2 and the Clarin Family of Proteins 

A microarray screening in zebrafish recently found the novel gene clarin-2 to be 

enriched in Trpa1b sensory neurons. This makes clarin-2 a good candidate molecule to 

study in relation to TGSN development and sub-circuit formation. However, besides initial 

studies by Adato et al. (2002), nothing is known about clarin-2.
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Clarin-2 is part of the Clarin family of proteins, which consists of three human 

paralogues (Clarin-1, -2, and -3). The Clarins are part of a hyperfamily (i.e. a group of 

structurally and functionally similar proteins from the same superfamily) of small integral 

membrane glycoproteins with four transmembrane-domains, which includes claudins, 

tetraspanins, connexins, and calcium channel gamma subunit-like proteins. (Aarnisalo et 

al., 2007; Adato et al., 2002; Dobson & Fersht, 1995). Members of this hyperfamily are 

important for membrane transport, transduction, cell-cell interaction, scaffolding functions, 

clustering of signaling-associated molecules, and receptor trafficking (Adato et al., 2002). 

Even though the function of Clarin-2 is unknown, previous studies on a close 

paralog may provide useful clues. Clarin-2 is closely related to Clarin-1, a gene associated 

with Usher Syndrome Type 3 (USH3). USH3 is an autosomal recessive disorder associated 

with progressive vision loss, progressive hearing loss, and variable vestibular dysfunction 

(Pakarinen, Karjalainen, Simola, Laippala, & Kaitalo, 1995). Several studies in mice have 

suggested that Clarin-1 has roles in synapse formation and maturation (Adato et al., 2002; 

Geng et al., 2009; Zallocchi et al., 2009; Zallocchi et al., 2012), but more recent studies in 

clarin-1 KO mice and zebrafish did not support a role for clarin-1 in synaptogenesis (Geng 

et al., 2012; Gopal et al., 2015). Studies in clarin-1 KO mice and zebrafish suggest that 

clarin-1 could be important for the regulation and homeostasis of actin filaments, which 

would impact the morphology of hair cell bundles (Geng et al., 2012; Gopal et al., 2015; 

Tian et al., 2009). Another study in zebrafish found that clarin-1 could be involved in tip-

link formation and mechanotransduction in hair cells (Ogun & Zallocchi, 2014). 

Mechanotransduction occurs in the hair cell bundle, which is a mechanosensitive organelle
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located at the apical surface of the hair cell, when stereocilia are deflected towards the 

kinocilium. This triggers tip-links to open ion channels. The influx of ions then depolarizes 

the hair cell and generates action potentials, which travel via the cochlear nerve to the 

auditory cortex and generate the sensation of hearing (Kandel, 2013). Thus, clarin-2 may 

be involved in mechanosensation in hair cells, as it is enriched in the zebrafish lateral line 

(unpublished, this study), an organ important for sensing vibration and water movement. 

clarin-2 may also regulate membrane receptor function in somatosensory neurons, in 

particular Trpa1b neurons where it is enriched. 

5. Considerations for Current Work 

Several portions of the information presented above are key to understand the 

following data. First, the TG is composed of multiple sensory neuron subtypes, which form 

distinct neuronal connections. Second, Trpa1b subtype TGSNs have been discovered, but 

the molecular cues that drive the formation of Trpa1b neuronal circuits are poorly 

understood. This in turn prompted us to study the role of clarin-2, which is enriched in 

Trpa1b sensory neurons, in the development of the Trpa1b subtype TGSNs. 

clarin-2 is a four transmembrane-domain protein and is part of the clarin family of 

proteins. As of yet, no reports have been published on the function or expression of clarin-

2. In this study, we propose that clarin-2 is important for somatosensation since it is 

enriched in the TG and because it is homologous to clarin-1, which is the causative gene 

for the progressive hearing and vision loss disorder USH3. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

1. Zebrafish Husbandry and Strains 

All zebrafish larvae used in this paper were raised at 28.5°C with a 14h light/10h 

dark cycle. Larvae were reared in water containing 0.1% Methylene Blue hydrate (Sigma, 

St Louis, MO, USA) and 0.03% Instant Ocean sea salt (United Pet Group, Cincinnati, OH, 

USA). If the larvae were used for fluorescent imaging, they were transferred to E3 buffer 

containing 0.003% 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU; Sigma-Aldrich) at 24 hpf to prevent 

pigment formation. Developmental stages correspond to guidelines previously described 

by Kimmel, Ballard, Kimmel, Ullmann, and Schilling (1995). The Trpa1b:GFP line was 

previously generated by Pan et al. (2012), and the HGn36a line was obtained from the 

Kawakami lab (Kawakami et al., 2010). All experimental procedures were performed in 

accordance with the Augusta University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

guidelines. 

2. Generation of clarin-2 Mutant 

The Pan lab previously generated the clarin-2 KO mutant using CRISPR/Cas9 

technology, which is outlined by Gagnon et al. (2014). The mutant allele that was generated 

contains a 7 base pair deletion and results in the loss of a HaeII (New England Biolabs 

[NEB]) restriction site, which allows one to differentiate between wild-type and KO 
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mutant clarin-2 fish. Genomic DNA was prepared using proteinase K or a modified 

HotSHOT method (Meeker, Hutchinson, Ho, & Trede, 2007). 

The proteinase K method includes the following steps: 1) Larvae were incubated in 

50 μl of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% Triton-X 100) at 94°C for 20 

minutes. 2) 1 μl of 10 mg/mL proteinase K was added to each sample. 3) The samples were 

incubated at 55°C for 3 hours. 4) The samples were incubated at 94°C for 20 minutes and 

then chilled to 4°C. 

For the HotSHOT method, larvae were digested with 100 μl of 50 mM sodium 

hydroxide (Sigma), incubated at 95°C for 45 minutes, and cooled to 4°C. 10 μl of 1 M Tris-

HCl (pH 7.5, Invitrogen) was then added to each sample.  

After the genomic DNA was prepared, PCR was performed using GoTaq G2 Green 

Master Mix (Promega) followed by a 2 hour HaeII digestion at 37°C (primer sequences: 

5’-cttgcattatatagcggaaagagaggcgcg-3’ and 5’-cacaaccccatttgttcaggagaagtgttc-3’). After the 

HaeII digestion, the wild-type band was cut into 373 and 194 base pair bands, and the 

clarin-2 KO band, which was uncut, was 567 base pairs.  

High Resolution Melting (HRM) PCR was also used to genotype samples. The 

samples were prepared using LightCycler® 480 High Resolution Melting Master mix 

(Roche) and reactions were run on a LightCycler® 96 machine (Roche; primer sequences: 

5’-gccaactctctggaagcagat-3’ and 5’-ccctggaagaggccgtagtaa-3’). The samples were then 

aligned with clarin-2 wild-type, heterozygous, and KO mutant standards to determine 

genotype.
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3. Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry 

Previously, RNA was isolated from 24 hpf wild-type zebrafish embryos, and cDNA 

was prepared via RT-PCR (SuperScript® III First-Strand Synthesis System, Invitrogen) 

using Oligo(dT) primers. Primers specific for clarin-2 were used to amplify clarin-2 from 

the wild-type cDNA, and the clarin-2 DNA was then cloned into pGEM®-T Easy vector 

via TA cloning (Promega). After sequencing to verify that there were no mutations in the 

pGEM®-T Easy + clarin-2 vector, anti-sense and sense probes were generated using 

standard methods. BamHI-HF restriction enzyme (NEB) and SP6 RNA polymerase 

(Roche) were used to generate anti-sense probe, and XhoI restriction enzyme (NEB) and 

T7 RNA polymerase (Roche) were used to generate sense probe. Whole mount fluorescent 

in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed using DIG-labeled clarin-2 probes as 

previously described (Pan et al., 2012), and dextran sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich) and 4-

iodophenol (Fluka) were added to the hybridization and tyramide solution to increase 

signal intensity (Lauter, Soll, & Hauptmann, 2011). Whole mount immunohistochemistry 

was performed as by Randlett et al. (2015). The primary antibodies used were: anti-GFP 

(MBL International), anti-HuC/D (Invitrogen), Znp-1 (anti-synaptotagmin2, 

Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), anti-HNK-1 (zn-12, Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank), anti-PKCα (Santa Cruz Biotechnologies), anti-acetylated-tubulin 

(Sigma), and anti-P2X3 (gift from H. Knaut, NYU). Alexa fluor-conjugated secondary 

antibodies were used to detect primary antibodies.
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4. Subtype-specific Single Trigeminal Sensory Neuron Labeling 

In order to study the morphology of individual trigeminal sensory neurons, 0.5 nl 

of 45 pg/nl Trpa1b:GFP BAC DNA was injected into one cell of a two- to sixteen-cell 

stage embryo as in Pan et al. (2012). At 4 days post fertilization (dpf) screening was 

performed to find larvae with only one Trpa1b:GFP-positive trigeminal sensory neuron. 

Larvae were then imaged live at 5 dpf. 

5. Image Acquisition and Processing 

Imaging procedures are as described by Pan et al. (2012). Images were obtained 

using a Nikon A1R MP+ laser scanning confocal system with a CFI75 Apochromat LWD 

25x water-immersion objective. Live fish were anesthetized with 0.01% tricaine 

methanesulfonate (MS-222, Sigma-Aldrich). All larvae were mounted in molten 1.5% low-

melt agarose (Fisher Scientific) in a glass-bottomed Petri dish (P50G-1.5-14-F, MatTek) 

with the area to be imaged oriented towards the glass bottom. Images were processed with 

Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) and Photoshop (Adobe Systems) software. All cell counting 

assays were performed manually using the Fiji Cell Counter Plugin. The mean size of the 

TG was determined manually using Fiji measuring software. The mean number of PKCα 

positive cells and mean trigeminal size were analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) with a Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test to compare all genotypes. SAS 

version 9.4 software (SAS Institute, Inc., 2014, Cary, NC) was used to generate statistical 

tests, and statistical significance was assessed using an alpha level of 0.05.
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6. Somatosensory Behavioral Assays 

All behavioral assays were performed in Dr. Ian Wood’s lab at Ithaca College. The 

general setup is as previously described by Prober et al. (2008). In short, a 96-well plate, 

which was modified to have a mesh bottom, was placed in a chamber filled with circulating 

fish water held at 28.5°C. One 5 dpf larva was then placed in each well of the 96-well plate, 

and the larvae were given at least 90 minutes to acclimate to the setup before testing. The 

larvae were exposed to a range of stimuli (see below). A Basler Scout Camera (scA1400-

30FM, GrafteckImaging) and automated video tracking software were used to record the 

locomotor activity of each larva in response to the different stimuli. For chemical assays, 

fish water containing allyl isothiocyanate (mustard oil, Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration 

of 1:100,000 or 1:200,000 was pumped into the testing chamber, and for temperature 

assays water heated to 37°C was pumped into the testing chamber. Vibration assays were 

performed by tapping the water chamber as in Prober et al. (2008). In short, fish were 

exposed to taps every 30 seconds, and the strength of the tap was randomly chosen from 

four different intensities. Tapping stimuli were then repeated until there were 90 replicates 

for each taping intensity. The locomotor activity data was processed as in Prober et al. 

(2008). The total response, max response, time to max response, and probability of 

response were used to compare the locomotor activity of wild-type verses clarin-2 CRISPR 

KO larvae, and MATLAB (MathWorks) software was used to perform a one-way ANOVA 

with a Kruskal-Wallis pairwise comparison. Statistical significance was assessed using an 

alpha level of 0.05.  
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III. RESULTS 

1. clarin-2 is Expressed in the Trigeminal Ganglion 

Previously, a microarray screening in the Schier lab at Harvard University found 

that clarin-2 was enriched in Trpa1b sensory neurons (data not shown). To verify whether 

clarin-2 is indeed expressed in Trpa1b TGSNs, we performed whole mount FISH against 

clarin-2 in a transgenic line that selectively expresses GFP in Trpa1b-positive neurons 

(Trpa1b:GFP). In 5 dpf larvae, clarin-2 expression was seen throughout the brain and 

retina and was localized to the lateral line neuromast and TG (Figure 1A & A’). clarin-2 

was also selectively expressed in Trpa1b-positive neurons where 55% of Trpa1b-positive 

cells in the TG expressed clarin-2 (Figure 1A’-B’). Furthermore, 63% of clarin-2-positive 

cells in the TG were positive for Trpa1b (Figure 1A’-B’). 
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Figure 1. clarin-2 partially colocalizes with Trpa1b. A-C’) Lateral view of 5 dpf Trpa1b:GFP larvae 

with clarin-2 mRNA labeled using anti-sense (as) or sense (s) probe. A) clarin-2 is expressed 

throughout the brain and retina and localizes to the lateral line neuromast (see arrows). Boxed area 

corresponds to A’. A’) clarin-2 is selectively expressed in the trigeminal ganglion (TG). 

B,B’) Representative image of Trpa1b:GFP-positive cells in the TG that also express clarin-2. 

55.17% (± 7.24%) of GFP-positive cells in the TG express clarin-2. 62.55% (± 6.83%) of clarin-2-

positive cells in the TG are positive for GFP. C,C’) clarin-2 sense probe is not expressed in 

Trpa1b:GFP larvae. Boxed area corresponds to C’. Images A, A’, C, and C’ show the max intensity z 

projection stack of confocal images, while images B and B’ show a single confocal image. Scale bars: 

100 µm in A and 10 µm in A’ and B. 
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To identify additional markers for clarin-2, the expression of clarin-2 was analyzed 

in the HGn36a transgenic zebrafish line. The HGn36a transgenic zebrafish line was 

generated by the Kawakami lab by randomly inserting a promoter-GFP construct near 

clarin-2 (Kawakami et al., 2010). To test whether HGn36a can serve as a marker for clarin-

2, whole mount FISH was performed using clarin-2 in situ probe and 5 dpf HGn36a larvae. 

clarin-2 expression was seen throughout the brain and retina (Figure 2A). clarin-2 was also 

selectively expressed in the TG and lateral line neuromast (Figure 2A-B’). It was found 

that 95% of clarin-2-positive cells in the TG were positive for GFP, whereas, 49% of GFP-

positive cells in the TG expressed clarin-2 (Figure 2A’-B’). While the HGn36a and 

Trpa1b:GFP lines mark clarin-2 expressing cells, GFP expression was broader than that 

of clarin-2, which could be due to the high stability of GFP protein compared to clarin-2 

transcript. 
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Figure 2. clarin-2 partially colocalizes with the HGn36a transgenic line. A-C’) Lateral view of 5 dpf 

HGn36a larvae with clarin-2 mRNA labeled using anti-sense (as) or sense (s) probe. A) clarin-2 is 

expressed throughout the brain and retina and localizes to the lateral line neuromast (see arrows). Boxed 

area corresponds to A’. A’) clarin-2 is selectively expressed in the trigeminal ganglion (TG). 

B,B’) Representative image of GFP-positive cells in the TG that also express clarin-2. 49.19% (± 4.76%) 

of GFP-positive cells in the TG express clarin-2. 94.56% (± 3.16%) of clarin-2-positive cells in the TG 

are positive for GFP. C,C’) clarin-2 sense probe is not expressed in HGn36a larvae. Boxed area 

corresponds to C’. Images A, A’, C, and C’ show the max intensity z projection stack of confocal images, 

while images B and B’ show a single confocal image. Scale bars: 100 µm in A and 10 µm in A’ and B. 
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2. Verifying the clarin-2 CRISPR KO Model 

After establishing the expression pattern of clarin-2, we wanted to test whether 

clarin-2 transcript is reduced in clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae. To do this, whole mount 

FISH was performed using clarin-2 in situ probe and 5 dpf larvae obtained from a clarin-

2 in cross. It was found that 5 dpf clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae do not express clarin-2 in 

the TG (Figure 3B,B’), whereas 5 dpf clarin-2 heterozygous larvae display clarin-2 

expression patterns similar to wild-type larvae (Figure 3A,A’). This result indicates that 

CRISPR mediated deletion in the clarin-2 gene leads to degradation or reduced expression 

of the clarin-2 transcript. 
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Figure 3. clarin-2 is not expressed in CRISPR KO larvae. A-D’) Lateral view of 5 dpf clarin-2 in 

cross larvae with clarin-2 mRNA labeled using anti-sense (as) or sense (s) clarin-2 probe. A) In clarin-

2 heterozygous (+/-) larvae, clarin-2 is diffusely expressed throughout the brain and retina and localizes 

to the lateral line neuromast. A’) clarin-2 is selectively expressed in the trigeminal ganglion (TG) of 5 

dpf clarin-2 +/- larvae. B,B’) clarin-2 is not expressed in the TG of 5 dpf clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae. 

C-D’) clarin-2 sense probe is not expressed in the TG of +/- or CRISPR KO larvae. All images show 

the max intensity z projection stack of confocal images. The boxed area in A, B, C, and D corresponds 

to the images shown in A’, B’, C’, and D’, respectively. Scale bars: 100 µm in A and 10 µm in A’. 
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3. clarin-2 KO Larvae Display Normal Trigeminal Ganglion Morphology 

Next, we decided to analyze whether clarin-2 is important for the development of 

the TG. To test this hypothesis, anti-HuC/D or anti-P2X3, which served as markers for the 

TGSN cell bodies, were used to compare the size of the TG in 5 dpf clarin-2 CRISPR KO 

larvae vs control siblings. It was found that the mean size of the TG did not differ between 

clarin-2 KO larvae and control siblings (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA; Figure 4E & Figure 

5). Therefore, based on this set of experiments, clarin-2 is not required for the growth of 

the TG. 

To further analyze the TG for potential differences in clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae, 

the development of Trpa1b sensory neurons was analyzed. We used anti-PKCα, a marker 

for Trpa1b sensory neurons, to label and analyze the mean number of Trpa1b neurons in 

the TG (Palanca et al., 2013). No differences in the number of positive PKCα cells were 

found between clarin-2 KO larvae and control siblings (p=0.9969, one-way ANOVA; 

Figure 4D). Thus, clarin-2 is not required for the genesis of Trpa1b neurons. 
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Figure 4. Trpa1b sensory neuron development does not differ in clarin-2 KO larvae. A-C’) Lateral 

view of 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae stained with anti-HuC/D, anti-zn-12, and anti-PKCα. The 

morphology of the trigeminal ganglion (TG) in clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae does not differ from 

heterozygous (+/-) and wild-type (WT) larvae. D) There are no significant differences in the mean 

number of PKCα cells when comparing clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae to control (p=0.9969, one-way 

ANOVA; WT vs +/- p=0.8109 & vs KO p=0.2724, +/- vs KO p=0.5023). E) There were no significant 

differences in the mean size of the TG when comparing clarin-2 CRISPR KO to control (p=0.2851, one-

way ANOVA; WT vs +/- p=0.9966 & vs KO p=0.9986, +/- vs KO p=0.9996).  
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The boxed area in A, B, and C corresponds to the images shown in A’, B’, and C’, respectively. All 
images show the max intensity z projection stack of confocal images. Scale bars: 100 µm in A and 10 
µm in A’. Sample size=5 to 8 larvae per group.  
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Figure 5. Trigeminal ganglion morphology does not differ in clarin-2 KO larvae. A-C’) Lateral 

view of 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae stained with anti-acetylated-tubulin (ac-tub), anti-znp-1, and 

anti-P2X3. The morphology of the trigeminal ganglion (TG) in clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae does not 

differ from heterozygous (+/-) and wild-type (WT) larvae. D) There were no significant differences 

in the mean size of the TG when comparing clarin-2 CRISPR KO to control (p=0.8629, one-way 

ANOVA; WT vs +/- p=0.8662, WT vs KO p=0.9967, +/- vs KO p=0.9217). The boxed area in A, B, 

and C corresponds to the images shown in A’, B’, and C’, respectively. All images show the max 

intensity z projection stack of confocal images. Scale bars: 100 µm in A and 10 µm in A’. Sample 

size=5 to 8 larvae per group. 
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Since no major differences were found in the size of the TG of clarin-2 CRISPR 

KO larvae, experiments were performed to look for more subtle differences in the Trpa1b 

sensory neurons. The central axons of Trpa1b neurons have a distinct branch morphology 

and number of presynaptic puncta (Pan et al., 2012). As such, we studied the morphology 

of individual Trpa1b sensory neurons in clarin-2 KO larvae to see if they differ from 

control neurons. After labeling single Trpa1b neurons with Trpa1b:GFP BAC DNA, the 

central axons projecting from these neurons were analyzed for morphological differences 

in 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae. Currently, preliminary studies suggest that Trpa1b axon 

morphology does not differ between clarin-2 KO larvae and control siblings (Figure 6). 

This finding suggests that clarin-2 is not required for the morphogenesis of the TG or the 

formation of Trpa1b sensory neurons. 
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Figure 6. Preliminary data suggests that Trpa1b central axon morphology does not differ in clarin-

2 KO larvae. A-C’) Dorsal view of 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae injected with Trpa1b:GFP BAC DNA. 

Preliminary data suggests that there are no differences in axon morphology when clarin-2 CRISPR KO 

larvae are compared to control (wild-type and heterozygous) larvae. All images show the max intensity 

z projection stack of confocal images. Arrows correspond to the central axon, and arrowheads 

correspond to axon branches. The boxed area in A, B, and C corresponds to the images shown in A’, B’, 

and C’, respectively. Scale bar 100 µm in A and 50 µm in A’. Sample size=4 control larvae and 1 KO 

larva. 
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4. clarin-2 KO Larvae Display Normal Somatosensation 

In addition to developmental morphogenesis, we hypothesized that clarin-2 may be 

required for the generation of somatosensory behaviors. clarin-2 is expressed in Trpa1b 

sensory neurons, which are important for sensing the noxious chemical mustard oil 

(Bandell et al., 2004; Jordt et al., 2004; Prober et al., 2008). Loss of clarin-2 may affect the 

ability of larvae to detect mustard oil. We tested this by performing video recording and 

tracing of locomotor activity in 5 dpf larvae exposed to mustard oil at a dilution of 

1:100,000 or 1:200,000. At either concentration of mustard oil, no differences in locomotor 

activity are seen between clarin-2 KO and wild-type larvae (Figure 7A,E). Upon 

introduction of the mustard oil, the activity levels of both clarin-2 KO and wild-type larvae 

immediately increase, peak around 20 minutes, and then start to decline back to baseline 

levels (Figure 7A,E). The average total response, max response, and time to max response 

did not differ between clarin-2 KO and wild-type larvae (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA; 

Figure 7 B-D,F-H). This means that the ability of clarin-2 KO larvae to generate a 

behavioral response to mustard oil is comparable to wild-type larvae. Thus, clarin-2 is not 

required for the detection of the noxious chemical mustard oil. 
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Figure 7. clarin-2 is not required for the detection of mustard oil. Two concentrations of mustard oil 

(MO) were used to test the locomotor activity of 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae. The mustard oil was 

introduced at 10 min (dashed red line) during all experiments. A,E) The background-subtracted activity 

of wild-type (WT) larvae (black) and clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae (red). The x-axis denotes time (min), 

and the y-axis denotes average activity (pixels moved/20 sec). In response to MO at a concentration of 

1:100,000 (B-D) and 1:200,000 (F-H), the total response, max response, and time to max response of 

clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae does not differ from WT siblings (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA). Sample 

size=26 WT and 18 Mut. 
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To test the role of clarin-2 in thermosensation, clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae were 

exposed to noxious heat. The TG in both rodents and zebrafish is known to sense noxious 

heat via TRPV1 channels (Caterina et al., 1997; Gau et al., 2013). Trpa1b, and by extension 

clarin-2, is expressed in the same population of sensory neurons as TRPV1 channels (Pan 

et al., 2012). When water heated to 37°C was perfused into the testing chamber, the 

locomotor activity of 5 dpf clarin-2 KO larvae did not differ from wild-type larvae (Figure 

8A). Upon introduction of heated water, the activity levels of both clarin-2 KO and wild-

type larvae immediately increase, peak around 15 minutes, and then decline to baseline 

levels (Figure 8A). The average total response, max response, and time to max response 

also did not differ between clarin-2 KO and wild-type larvae (p>0.10, one-way ANOVA; 

Figure 8B-D). Therefore, clarin-2 is not required for larval zebrafish to generate a 

locomotor response to noxious heat. 
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Figure 8. clarin-2 is not required for the detection of heat. Water heated to 37°C was used to test the 

locomotor activity of 5 dpf clarin-2 in cross larvae. The heated water was introduced at 10 min (dashed 

red line) during all experiments. A) The background-subtracted activity of wild-type (WT) larvae (black) 

and clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae (red). The x-axis denotes time (min), and the y-axis denotes average 

activity (pixels moved/20 sec). B) In response to heat, the total response of clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae 

does not differ from WT siblings (p=0.14, one-way ANOVA). C-D) The max response and time to max 

response of clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae does not differ from WT siblings (p=0.35 and p=0.60 

respectively, one-way ANOVA). Sample size=20 WT and 26 Mut. 
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Since clarin-2 is homologous to clarin-1, which is a causative gene associated with 

the hearing and vision loss disorder USH3, we proposed that clarin-2 may play a role in 

hair cell function. Hearing is mediated via mechanosensation (Kandel, 2013). This occurs 

when acoustic stimuli deflect stereocilia in hair cells of the inner ear and trigger 

mechanoreceptor ion channels to open (Kandel, 2013). The flow of ions into the hair cell 

then triggers the generation of action potentials that travel to the brain and generate the 

sensation of hearing (Kandel, 2013). In zebrafish, hair cells are important for hearing as 

well as the detection of vibration and water flow by the lateral line organ. clarin-2 was 

found to be expressed in the lateral line (Figures 1A and 2A). Thus, clarin-2 may play a 

role in hair bundle mechanotransduction, and clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae may display a 

reduced response to sound and vibration. 

To test hair cell function in clarin-2 KO larvae, behavioral assays were performed 

to examine the locomotor activity of 5 dpf clarin-2 KO larvae in response to tapping 

stimuli, which ranged from weak to strong taps. Tapping stimuli are commonly used in 

zebrafish models to test hair cell function as the ear and lateral line organs are sensitive to 

the acoustic vibration caused by tapping stimuli (Prober et al., 2008). In response to four 

different intensities of tapping stimuli, the locomotor activity of clarin-2 KO larvae was 

similar to wild-type larvae (Figure 9). The average total response, max response, and 

probability of response also did not differ between clarin-2 KO and wild-type larvae 

(p>0.10, one-way ANOVA; Figure 9). This suggests that the ability of clarin-2 KO larvae 

to generate a behavioral response to tapping stimuli is comparable to wild-type larvae, and 
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the function of hair cells in clarin-2 KO larvae is normal. Together, our results suggest that 

clarin-2 is not required for somatosensation and hair cell function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. clarin-2 is not required for the detection of vibrations. Varying intensities of tapping 

stimuli, which ranged from weak to strong, were used to test the locomotor activity of 5 dpf clarin-2 in 

cross larvae. Tapping stimuli were introduced at the dashed black line during all experiments. The 

response (pixels moved/20 sec) graphs represent the background-subtracted activity of wild-type (WT) 

larvae (black) and clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae (red). In response to four different tapping stimuli, the 

total response, max response, and probability of response of clarin-2 CRISPR KO larvae do not differ 

from WT siblings (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA). Sample size=22 WT and 20 Mut. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, we found that clarin-2 is expressed in the TG and that clarin-2 

colocalizes with Trpa1b subtype sensory neurons (Figure 1). clarin-2 was also found to 

localize with GFP-positive cells in the HGn36a transgenic zebrafish line (Figure 2). While 

the HGn36a and Trpa1b:GFP lines mark clarin-2 expressing cells, the GFP expression 

pattern for each line was broader than that of clarin-2. One possibility is that the expression 

of GFP protein may be more stable than clarin-2 transcript. Additionally, the expression 

of clarin-2 may be transient. Only 5 dpf larvae were studied in this paper so future 

experiments may find that HGn36a and Trpa1b serve as better markers at earlier time 

points, especially if clarin-2 is required early in development.  

After generating and verifying a clarin-2 CRISPR KO model, we found that clarin-

2 is not required for the morphogenesis of the TG or the formation of Trpa1b sensory 

neurons (Figures 4 and 5). Preliminary studies on central axon projections from Trpa1b 

neurons found no difference between clarin-2 KO fish and control siblings (Figure 6). One 

plausible explanation for these results is that clarin-2 expression may only be required 

during initial, or later, stages of development. As such, our studies in 5 dpf clarin-2 KO 

larvae would not show any significant differences if other molecules are present and 

compensate for the lack of clarin-2. 
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Experiments studying the morphology of Trpa1b sensory neurons or the TG in clarin-2 

KO larvae at earlier time points may find significant differences.  

After a series of behavioral assays, we concluded that clarin-2 is not required for 

the detection of mustard oil (Figure 7). There were no differences 100% of the time when 

clarin-2 KO larvae were exposed to mustard oil at a concentration of 1:200,000 (data not 

shown). However, when clarin-2 KO larvae were exposed to mustard oil at a concentration 

of 1:100,000, they did not differ from control siblings 83% of the time (data not shown). 

One possible explanation is that clarin-2 KO larvae have a very slight chemosensory 

deficit, and the behavioral apparatus is not sensitive enough to consistently record it. Our 

studies thus far suggest that clarin-2 is not required for the function of Trpa1b sensory 

neurons. 

We also tested the ability of clarin-2 KO larvae to detect noxious heat and found 

that clarin-2 was not required for the detection of heat (Figure 8). Previous studies in 

zebrafish found that TRPA1 channels are not required for thermosensation (Prober et al., 

2008). By extension, clarin-2 may not be required to detect noxious heat. 

Since clarin-2 is expressed in the lateral line neuromast (Figures 1A and 2A) and 

is homologous to clarin-1, which is a causative gene associated with USH3, we tested the 

hair cell function of clarin-2 KO larvae and found that clarin-2 is not required for the 

detection of acoustic vibration (Figure 9). Previously, it was found that hair cell 

mechanotransduction is disrupted in mammals and zebrafish where TRPA1 expression is 

blocked with short interfering RNA or anti-sense morpholino, respectively (Corey et al., 

2004). However, studies in TRPA1 KO mice and zebrafish found that TRPA1 is not
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 required for hair cell mechanotransduction (Bautista et al., 2006; Kwan et al., 2006; Prober 

et al., 2008). Thus, clarin-2 may act in conjunction with Trpa1b and not play a role in 

hearing. clarin-2 may also function similarly to clarin-1 but in a manner that does not 

involve hearing. 

Overall, this study establishes that clarin-2 is enriched in a subset of TGSNs, but it 

is not required for the general development of TGSNs or for somatosensation. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first time clarin-2 has been studied besides initial experiments 

by Adato et al. (2002). Even though clarin-2 KO larvae appear to be morphologically and 

behaviorally normal, it remains possible that clarin-2 may be important during earlier 

stages of TG ganglion development or at later stages for TG function. 
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V. SUMMARY 

 

Somatosensation, the ability to sense chemical, mechanical, and thermal stimuli, is 

key for one to live a happy and healthy life. One of the somatosensory organs is the TG, 

which detects somatosensory stimuli in the head and synapses on second-order neurons in 

the hindbrain and spinal cord. Many subtypes of TGSNs have been discovered, and each 

produce stimulus-specific physiological and behavioral responses. Currently, little is 

known about the mechanisms that drive the formation of the stimulus-specific TGSN 

circuits. The work presented here aimed to determine whether clarin-2, a novel four 

transmembrane-domain protein, is required for the development of the Trpa1b subtype 

TGSNs and for somatosensation. 

To address the role of clarin-2 in the development of the TG, the expression of 

clarin-2 in the TG during development was examined, and clarin-2 CRISPR KO fish were 

used to study TG morphology. We found that clarin-2 is selectively expressed in the TG 

and in Trpa1b sensory neurons. However, clarin-2 was not required for the genesis of the 

TG or Trpa1b sensory neurons. Furthermore, behavioral assays were performed to test the 

ability of clarin-2 KO larvae to sense chemical, thermal, and vibrational stimuli. We found 

that clarin-2 is not required for the ability of Trpa1b neurons to detect the chemical irritant 

mustard oil. Additionally, the detection of heat or vibration was not affected in clarin-2
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KO fish. Based on these data, one can suggest that clarin-2 is not required for the general 

morphogenesis of TGSNs or for somatosensation even though it is enriched in the TG. 
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